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Abst rac t - -Modern  transfer function methods use quite a lot of abstract algebra in the design of 
control systems. In computing the final results, symbolic algebra turns out to be an important tool. 
In this paper, symbolic computation algorithms will be developed to enable computations directly 
in the theoretically useful transfer function rings. A symbolic software package, called Hinf, will be 
developed and used both for educational nd theoretical purposes. 
Keywords - -Computer  algebra, Symbolic omputation, Computer aided design, Control theory, 
Coprime factorizations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Modern abstract algebra provides powerful methods for the design of control systems in the 
frequency domain. Stable, proper transfer functions form a commutative ring with identity, 
which is an Euclidean domain and as such a principal ideal domain (PID). The field of fractions 
of this domain consists of all possible transfer functions. In the multivariate case a transfer matrix 
can be given as a (right or left) coprime factorization of two stable transfer matrices. In this 
setting abstract algebra can be used to solve very important problems, such as parametrization f 
all stabilizing and regulating controllers, estimations of robustness of the closed loop system, and 
construction of Hoo-(minmax) optimal controllers [1]. Because the application field is abstract 
algebra, the computations should be done symbolically. To begin, in the Euclidean domain of 
proper and stable transfer functions the degree function counts the unstable zeros plus zeros at 
infinity. Zeros and poles will be cancelled at many stages of computations. Because it is not 
possible to find the of polynomials in closed form, it seems difficult to use symbolic algebra even 
to begin. 
Computational methods have improved during the years. Quite a lot of related algorithms 
suitable for symbolic computation for matrix polynomials are given in [2]. Kuo and Chen [3] 
and Datta and Gangopadhyay [4]give methods for computing coprime factorizations for proper 
rational matrices. Tsai, Chen and Shieh [5] provide a method for solving the matrix Euclidean 
algorithm. In all the cases, transfer function should be given as a quotient of two polynomials or 
polynomial matrices. From the theoretical point of view this is not the best framework to work 
since, e.g., parametrization f all stabilizing controllers cannot be simply expressed in this set-up, 
and instead, we would like to treat all the transfer functions as quotients of two stable proper 
transfer functions. 
To some extent this problem may be avoided in the time-domain. If the system is given as 
a set of ordinary linear, time-invariant differential equations, then coprime and doubly coprime 
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factorizations may be computed from the system parameters a  proposed by Nett, Jacobson and 
Balas [6]. These methods are also useful in the frequency domain: a time domain realization 
should be done before computing the results. However, in many cases, the transfer function is 
naturally available and realization and stabilization of the system and the observer will require 
extra work. 
In this paper, we will avoid using state space realizations, and computations will be performed 
directly in the PID of proper and stable transfer functions. This is useful not only from the 
theoretical point of view but also because it gives us some insight into the structure and com- 
plexity of the controller. Sugimoto and Yamamoto [7] start their analysis with systems in the 
"right" PID and propose a bilinear type of mapping to map proper and stable transfer functions 
into polynomials. Although the mapping is different, heir idea is similar to ours. However they 
do not develop the idea further in the paper, and their approach is more directed to solving 
the problems numerically than symbolically. Also, the bilinear mapping they propose does not 
provide a natural correspondence forthe stability domains in different planes. 
The main theoretical result of this paper uses the ordinary bilinear map to define a homo- 
morphism between polynomials and a suitably selected subring of proper and stable transfer 
functions. Because homomorphism does not change coprimeness, we may prove that the greatest 
common divisor between two transfer functions can be computed by mapping transfer functions 
into polynomials, finding gcd there with polynomial lgorithms, e.g., the Euclidean algorithm, and 
then returning to the ring of transfer functions. In this way important Hermite and Smith forms 
can be computed for matrix transfer functions. Finally coprime factorizations, doubly coprime 
factorizations, and parametrizations of all the stabilizing and robustly regulating controllers will 
be obtained. In addition the proposed bilinear mapping maps the domain of unstability, the 
closed right half plane in the s-plane to the closed unit circle in the z-plane. This is the standard 
relation between continuous-time and discrete-time systems and preserves the intuitive stability 
domains. 
A symbolic software package called HInf  [8], which implements the algorithms, has been 
programmed with Maple. This package of subroutines has been used at Tampere University of 
Technology (TUT) for both theoretical nd educational purposes. Examples given in this paper 
have been computed with Hinf. 
2. NOTATION AND DEF IN IT IONS 
In this section, the notations and basic definitions will be given. The definitions and theorems 









extended complex plane = C U {oc} 
open right halfplane = {s E C [ Re(s) > O} 
open left halfplane = {s E C [ Re(s) < O} 
open unit disk = {z E C [ [z[ < 1} 
complement of the closed unit disk = {z E C [ [z[ > 1} 
boundaries of the sets D and C+ 
the ring of polynomials in s 
the field of rational functions in s 
For every rational function we may find a coprime ]actorization by cancelling the common factors 
of the numerator and the denominator. In what follows we shall always assume that the rational 
functions are coprime. A rational function in s is proper, if it is bounded at infinity and it is 
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stable if the roots of the denominator are in the open left half plane C_.  Further, let us denote 
by 
S the ring of proper and stable rational functions, and 
/4($) the set of invertible elements, i.e., the units of S. 
An element g in S is a greatest common divisor, gcd, of k and d in S if 
(1) it divides both k and d, and 
(2) every common divisor of k and d, divides g. 
An element h in S is a least common multiple, lcm of k and d in $ if 
(1) k and d divide h, and 
(2) if k and d divide any element in S, then h will divide this element. 
A mapping between two rings is homomorphism, if 
f (xy )  = f (x ) f (y ) ,  f (x+y)  = f (x )  + f (y) ,  and f(1) : 1. 
These properties directly imply that homomorphic maps do not change divisibility properties and 
they maps units to units. 
The set S mxn denotes the set of m x n matrices with elements in S. A matrix in S n×n is 
unimodular, if its determinant is unit in S. A transfer matrix has its elements in R(s). Transfer 
matrices are stable if their elements are stable. A T denotes the transpose of A. 
The ring S is a Euclidean Domain [1], and hence, a Principal Ideal Domain (PID). It is well 
known that the bilinear transformation provides an invertible mapping between continuous- and 
discrete-time systems 
s -1  
M:C~C~ M(s)  - - -  - z, 
s + 1 (2.1) 
M -1 : Ce ~ Ce M_l (z )  1 + z - -  - -S .  
1- -z  
It is easy to see that 
M(C+) = D, 
M(0C+) = 0D, (2.2) 
M(C_)  = De. 
In the first place, the bilinear map is used to change the free variable from s to z, but it also 
maps rational functions in s into rational functions in z. That is why we may define a mapping 
between the fields of rational functions in s and z. 
~/ :  R(S) ~-* R(Z) ~/( r )  ---- r o M -1, 
(2.3) 
/~-1 : ~(Z) ~-~ ~(S) /~- l ( r )  ---- r o M. 
For matrices (and vectors) 2~/is defined elementwise 
= M(a,,). 
It is easy to see that .~/is a homomorphism between the rings JR(s) and R(z). 
3. SYMBOLIC  ALGORITHMS 
3.1. A lgor i thm for gcd in S 
The main theoretical result of the paper will now be presented. It gives us an algorithm for 
computing a gcd directly in the ring S. First let us define the subring of proper and stable transfer 
functions 
gP = (s + 1) n [ n ~ N, b(s) • R[s], deg(b(s)) <_ n . (3.1) 
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LEMMA 3.1.  
 (sp) = R[z], (3.2) 
i.e., the bilinear mapping defines a bijective homomorphism between the subring (3.1) and the 
ring o[ polynomials in z. 
PROOF. The mapping is a homomorphism asa restriction of homomorphic map (2.3). It remains 
to be proved that the sets in (3.2) are the same. First notice that 
M (s T i ) -  = - z)"-m(1 + z) m. (3.3) 
Because very proper rational function in Sp can be given as a linear combination of the compo- 
nents of the form 
8 m 
(s + 1) n'  m = 0 ,1 , . . . ,n ,  
it follows from (3.3) and the linearity of the homomorphic map that the image of any function 
in Sp is a polynomial in z. Conversely, if we pick a polynomial in z and make the substitution 
Z '~ = ks+l ]  ' m=O,  1 , . . . ,n ,  
then the result will be a proper rational function in Sp. The proof is complete. 
Because the mapping (2.3) is homeomorphism it follows that the divisibility properties are 
conserved, i.e., if ri • R[z], i = 1, 2, and rl divides r~, then 
7"1 I r2 ~/~r - l ( r l )  [/~/-l(r2). (3.4) 
The main theoretical result of the paper may now be given. It provides a way to compute a gcd 
of two elements in S in a symbolic way. This result will be used later at many stages in different 
algorithms. The main idea is to use Lemma 3.1 to change the problem of finding a gcd in S to 
that of finding a gcd for polynomials. Let us now select wo proper and stable transfer functions 
in S as quotients of two polynomials bl and al, and b2 and a2. 
f~ bi =- -•S ,  deg(a~)=ni ,  i=1 ,2 .  (3.5) 
a i  
Since S is a PID, its elements have a gcd. The problem of finding symbolically the greatest 
common divisor of f l  and f2, i.e., gcd(fl ,  f2) in S will be solved as follows. 
A lgor i thm 3.1. F ind ing  gcd in S 
STEP 1. With the above notation (3.5) let us denote 
ai  • u(s ) ,  - (s + 1) n, 
fi = uifi = b____~ • Sp, 
(s + 1) n' 
i=1 ,2 .  
STEP 2. According to Lemma 3.1 
M(f i )  = Pi, i -- 1, 2, 
where pi, i = 1, 2 are polynomials. 
STEP 3. Using Euclidean algorithm for polynomials we may find symbolically the gcd of Pl 
and P2, and 
~Xl, X2 E R[z] : xlpl  + x2p2 = h, (3.6) 
where h = gcd(pl,p2). 
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STEP 4. By operating with homomorphism 217/-1 on equation (3.6) we have 
Xl]I + :r212 = 217/-1(h), (3.7) 
where xi = hT/-l(xi) E Sp, i = 1,2. Because h [ Pl and h [ P2, it follows from (3.4) that 
/tT/-l(h) [ ]1 and AT/-l(h) [ ]2 so that hT/-l(h) is a common divisor of ]1,]2. This together 
with (3.7) proves easily that it is a greatest common divisor. 
~/ - l (h )  = gcd(]l, ]2) = g. 
STEP 5. As multiplication by a unit does not change a gcd, we have the final solution 
~ ~ 
g -- gad(f1, f2) = gcd(ulf l ,  u2f2) = gcd(fl, f2). 
Equation (3.7) also gives the gcd as a linear combination 
g = Xl]I "~- X212 = (:~lUl)fl "~ (X2U2)f2 = Zfl + Yf2" 
NOTE 3.1. Once we have computed g = gcd(fl, f2) then the least common multiple in S is easily 
available [9, p. 157] as 
flf2 
lcm(fl, f2) -- g 
NOTE 3.2. The extension of the algorithm to find gcd and lcm for several elements f~, i = 1 ...... n 
in S is obvious. 
3.2. Hermite and Smith Forms 
The results given in the previous ection enable us to find a gcd in S using polynomial algo- 
rithms. In this section, the result will be applied to transfer matrices P to obtain Hermite normal 
form UP = H, where U is unimodular and H upper or lower diagonal, all in S. Smith form 
for a transfer matrix is a diagonal matrix, where the diagonal elements atisfy certain divisibility 
properties. They are called the invariant factors [1, p. 400]. Although we could use the previous 
algorithm directly in S, it is easier to apply the homomorphism (2.3) and Lemma 3.1 to change 
the problems completely to polynomials. Maple's l inalg-package has the functions hermite  and 
smith, that give Hermite and Smith forms for matrices with polynomial elements, and also (since 
Maple V release 2) the unimodular polynomial transformation matrices associated with them. 
Algorithm 3.2. Hermite Form in the Ring S 
Let P E S pxm a transfer matrix with elements as quotients of two polynomials bij and aij 
bij 
pij =- - ,  1 < i<p,  1 < j  <_m, (3.8) 
aij 
then its Hermite form can be symbolically computed as follows. 
STEP 1. Compute di = lcm(ai l , . . . ,a im),  ni = deg(di), 1 < i < p (polynomial least common 
multiple) and form 
V 1 = diag (s + 1) TM . . . . .  (S + 1)n, ' 
which is unimodular in S. 
STEP 2. Compute P1 = U1P, which has elements in the subring Sp. 
STEP 3. Compute P2 =/~(P1)  the elements of which are polynomials, by Lemma 3.1. 
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STEP 4. Compute the Hermite form H2 of P2 and a unimodular U2 such that V2P2 ---- H2. 
Because all the elements are polynomials, this can be done with standard symbolic algorithms. 
STEP 5. Compute H1 =/I:/-X(H2) = !t?/-l(U2)/l~/-l(P2) = 01Pi .  The elements of H1 are in 
Sp by Lemma 1. 
STEP 6. Substituting P1 from Step 2, we get H1 = I~IIUIP = UP, which is the desired form. 
NOTE 3.3. The complexity, i.e., the greatest degree of the denominator polynomials of the 
elements of the transfer matrix depends on how the computations will be done. Although we 
cannot make any definite statements of the order of the final compensator, we shall try to keep 
all the intermediate r sults as simple as possible. In general, the polynomial Hermite form which 
will be obtained at Step 4 is of the form 
Row operations can be performed on the lower part U2 of the equation to reduce the polynomial 
degree of the polynomials in U2 until it is in the row reduced form [2]. Then the above equation 
may be multiplied from the left with the matrix 
The matrix G can be selected to reduce the degree of the polynomials in Vl  - GU2. This will 
have an impact on the order of the controller, as will be seen in Example 3.1. 
Algor i thm 3.3. Smith Form in the Ring S 
The above algorithm gives the Smith form also, if at Step 4 the polynomial Smith form will 
be computed. The only thing that needs to be checked, is that the divisibility properties of the 
Smith form are satisfied. This is clear from equation (3.4). The greatest invariant factor of a 
transfer matrix is the last nonzero diagonal element in the Smith form. 
3.3. Greatest Common Divisors for Matrices 
In this section, we shall use the Hermite form to find a gcd for matrices with elements in S. 
To begin, definitions of right (GCRD) and left (GCLD) gcd are given for matrices and then the 
Hermite form will be used to compute them. Since S is a PID, GCRD and GCLD always exist. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let A E S mxn, B E ~×n,  C E S m×p. B divides A from right, if there exists 
Q E S mxp such that A = QB. B is a right divisor of A.  A left divisor of A is defined analogously. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A E S mxn, B E S pxn, C E S mxp. The matrix GR E S nxn is a greatest 
common right divisor (GCRD) of A and B, ff it divides A and B from right and every right 
divisor divides G R. Greatest common left divisor is defined analogously. 
Algorithm 3.4. GCRD and GCLD 
Let A E S re×n, B E ~xn,  m + p > n. A GCRD of A and B can be found as follows. 
STEP 1. Transform the matrix 
to the Hermite form with the Algorithm 3.2. This results in the matrix equation 
m p 
l tV2, v2 J (3.9) 
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STEP 2. G : gcrd(A, B) = U11A + U12B, a GCLD can be computed with the same algorithm, 
if we start from the matrix 
M = [A, B] T, 
and finally transpose the result given in Step 2. 
3.4. Copr ime and Doub ly  Copr ime Faetor izat ions  
Coprime factorizations for matrix transfer functions form the basis of designing controllers. 
The idea is to express a given transfer matrix as coprime quotient of two stable transfer matrices. 
Because S is a PID r.c.f, and 1.c.f. always exist. 
DEFINITION 3.3. 
(i) The pair (N, D) E ~v×m x S m×m is a right coprime factorization (r.c.f)/or P, i[ 
(RCF1) det(D) ¢ 0 and P = ND -1, 
(RCF2) gcrd(N,D) E u(srnxm). 
(ii) The pair (lq, IT)) E S p×m x $P×P is a left coprime factorization (1.c.f) for P, i[ 
(LCF1) det(I)) ¢ 0 and P = D-11q, 
~ - 
(LCF2) gcrd(N, D) E L/(SP×P). 
Algor i thm 3.5. Copr ime Factor izat ions  
Let the elements of a transfer matrix P in R(s) m×~ be given as quotients of elements in S, 
stable, proper transfer functions 
h~j -  bij, l< i<p,  l _< j<_m.  
aij 
STEP 1. Write P in the form AB -1, A E S pxm, B E S m×m where 
dj --- lcm(bi j , . . . ,bpj) ,  1 <_ j <_ m, 
B = diag[dl, . . . ,  din], 
h = HB.  (3.10) 
The lcm in (3.10) should be computed in S with the Algorithm 3.1. 
STEP 2. Compute 
GR ---- gcrd(A,B) E S re×m, 
with the Algorithm 3.4. Then we may find a gcrd GR, so that 
SN E S pxm : A = NGR, (3.11) 
3D E S mxm : B = DGR, and (3.12) 
3(X,Y)  E S mxp x S mxm : XA+YB = GR. (3.13) 
STEP 3. 
and 
P = AB -1 = (NGR)(DGR) -1 = ND -1, 
Im= XAG~ 1 + YBG~ 1 = XN + YD. 
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A left coprime factorization can be computed in an analogous way if we start from the trans- 
posed transfer matrix as in Algorithm 3.4 [1]. 
From now on r.c.f, and 1.c.f. will be represented as 4-tuples: 
(N ,D ,X ,Y )  E S pxm x S mxm x S mxp x S mxm, 
(N ,D ,X ,Y )  E S px'n x S pxp x S mxp x S pxp. (3.14) 
DEFINITION 3.4. I fP  has a r.c.f. (N ,D ,X ,Y )  and a 1.c.f. (1Q, D ,X ,Y )  which satisfy: 
[Y  -1~ X] [D yX] =[OIp: m Omx,] Ip J '  (3.15) 
then the matrices (N, D, X, Y) and (1N, D, X, Y) form a doubly coprime factorization (d.c.f.) 
for H. Doubly coprime factorizations are represented as 8-tuples: (N, D, X, Y, 1~1, D, X, Y). 
A lgor i thm 3.6. Doub ly  Copr ime Factor izat ion  
If P has a r.c.f. (N, D, X, Y) and a 1.c.f. (1~, D, X, Y) but they do not form a d.c.f, it is 
always possible to find one as follows [1]: 
Z = -Y :X + X~', 
:K1 = :K + DZ = :K + D(X~ r - Y:K), 
~'1 = ~r _ NZ = Y - N(X~ r - YX),  
then (N, D, K, Y, I~I, D, :K1, Y1) is a d.c.f, for P. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The r.c.f, and the l.c.f, of the system given in [7] have been computed with Maple 
using the above algorithms. The polynomial degree reduction scheme presented in Note 3.3 has 
been used and as the result the elements of the matrices X, Y and X, Y are of lower order as 
compared with the results of [7]. This will result in a lower order compensator as will be seen in 
the next section. 





s 2 4- 2s Jr 1 
1o] x= 2 , 
0 
and the following l.c.f. 
1 
Nt= l s+3 
4s+l  
(s 4- 1) 2 
s 2 - 1 
P= 
s+l  
s(s 2 - 1) 
1 
s+l  
1 1 ' 
2s+l  
s 2 - 2s + 1 
s 2 + 2s + 1 
l s -5  
4s+l  
1 7s+l  s -1  
Xt= 4 s4-1 s4-1 
0 0 
and these form a d.c.f, for P. 
(s - 1) 2 





(s -- 1)s 1 s - 1 
s2+2s+l  2 s+l  
1 
0 
-1  1 s-5]__ 
2 2s+l  , 
0 2 
s -1  
777 o 
8 
Y~ 1 s~-443+4 ' 
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4.1.  Parametr i za t ion  o f  A l l  S tab i l i z ing  Compensators  
Let us consider the following feedback control scheme given in Figure 4.1 where the plant 
P E R(s) p×m and the controller C E R(s) mxp. 
- + P 
Figure 4.1. A control system with process P, controller C and reference and pertur- 
bation signals Ul and u2, and error signals el and e2, correspondingly. 
Let [eli [Ul] [yl] e= , u= , y= , 
e2 u2 Y2 
then the transfer matrix from u to e is 
[ (Ip + PC)  -1 - ( Ip  + PC) - IP  ] 
H . ,  = [C(Ip + PC)  -1 Im - C(Ip + PC) - Ip j  " 
The pair (P, C) is stable if det(Ip + PC)  = det(Im + CP)  # 0 and Heu E S (p+m)×(p+m). In this 
case, the compensator C stabilizes P. The set S(P)  denotes all the compensators that stabilize P. 
In [1], it is proved that if P has a r.c.f. (Np, Dp,  Xp, Yp) and a 1.c.f. (1Np, Dp,  :Kp, Yp,  ), then 
S(P)  = {(Yp-R l~p)  -1 (Xp + RDp) ]  R E sm×p, det (Yp -R1Np)~ 0} 
= {(Xp+DpS)  (~ l~rp-NpS) - I  [ sEsmxp,det (~?p-NpS)  #0}.  
The compensator has an r.c.f. 
(Nc,  Dc ,Xc ,Yc )  = (Xp + DpS,~ 'p  - NpS,  iNp,Dp)  , (4.1) 
and an 1.c.f. 
(Nc,I~)c, ~7(C,'~rC) ---- (Xp 4- RI~p,Yp - RI~p,Np,Dp) . (4.2) 
A lgor i thm 4.1. Parametr i za t ion  of  all the  Stabi l iz ing Contro l lers  
STEP 1. Find right and left coprime factorizations for P using Algorithm 3.5. 
STEP 2. Form the controller C = (Yp - Rl~lp)- l (Xp + RI )p) ,  R E S mxp. The corresponding 
right coprime factorization is obvious. 
NOTE 4.1. If R = 0, then the above parametrization gives C = (Yp) - lXp .  The transfer 
matrices Xp,  Yp  were solved when the Hermite form was obtained. The polynomial degree 
reduction scheme tries to keep degrees of the rational elements mall for this selection of R. 
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1 i-- 
y 
Figure 4.2. A control system with process P, controller C and reference signal 
generating block G with output r and error signal e. 
4.2.  Robust  Regu la t ion  
Let P E R(s) p×m, (3 E R(s) m×p and G E R(s) p×t be as in Figure 4.2. 
The signal generator G is unstable, and the output y should track a given reference signal r. 
The transfer function from v to e is 
He,, --- (Ip + PC) - IG .  
The following problem will be solved. Let P have an r.c.f. (Np, Dp)  and an l.c.f. (l~p, Dp) 
and G have an 1.c.f. (1KIG,DG). We want to find a compensator (3 such that 
(1) (3 e $(P) .  
(2) Hev e S p×t. 
(3) There exists ~ > 0 so that (1) and (2) hold whenever P is replaced by any Q, which has 
a 1.c.f. (1KIQ, DQ) satisfying 
II [I~)p - I~Q l"~p - I~TQ ] 11oo < 
Let ~(~ be the greatest invariant factor of DG. In [1], it is proved that the problem has a 
solution if and only if Np and c~GIp are left coprime. In this case, the set of solutions is 
A lgor i thm 4.2. All  the  Stabi l iz ing and Regu lat ing  Contro l lers  
STEP 1. Find an l.c.f. (1QG,Dc:) for G. 
STEP 2. Compute with the Algorithm 3.3 the Smith form of DG to find the greatest invariant 
factor c~G- 
STEP 3. Form the coprime factorization for P/c~e with the Algorithm 3.5 and (3.13). 
STEP 4. Form the controller (3 = [c~G(Yp - R I~p)] - I (Xp + RDp) ,  R E S mxp. The corre- 
sponding right coprime factorization for the controller is obvious. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. As an example let us consider the following system and signal generator: 
p _- s+i, j += 
s (s  2 - 1) - s2 + 4 
The solution is obtained with the above algorithms. The final solution has been computed with 
Hinf and Maple and because the expressions are rather complicated, only the (1,1)-element of 
the compensator is shown. 
CI,1 = (s + 1)3(12 - 12s - 532s 2 + 32rl,2s 5 - 78rl,2S 4 - 128r1,ls 5
+ 264r l ,1S  4 + 64r2 ,2s4r lA  - 964s 3 + 32r2,1 + 40r2,2 + 64rlA 
+ 80rl,2 + 510rl,282 + 84rl,2S 3 - 304r1 , lS  3 - 328rl,ts 2+ 432rlas 
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I f  we choose r l l  = r12 = r21 ---- r22 = 0, the following compensator  is obtained: 
4s 4 - l14s 3 - 127s 2 - 6s + 3 
(17s -  5 ) (s2+4)s  
19s4+95s3+79s2+4s+l  
(17s - 5 ) (s2+4)s  ' 








69s 4 - 315s 3 - 272s 2 - 131s - 23 
(17s - 5) (s2+4)s  
19 + l13s + 280s 2 + 297s 3 + l l l s  4 
(17s -  5 ) (s2+4)s  
The qual i ty of the control can be judged on the basis of the sensit ivity function (Ip + PC)  -1. It  
has zeros at w = 0 and 2. This is a necessary condit ion for regulation at these frequencies• 
F igure 4.3 shows the largest singular value of (Ip + PC)  -1 as a function of frequency• 
Figure 4.3. Plot of 
. . . . . . .  7 P . . . . .  : .£ - -a  ~ 
2 4 6 w 8 I0 12 14 
Design of Linear Controllers 
+ 396rl,2s -- 440s 4 + 16s 5 + 318r2,2s 3 + 517r2,2s 2 -- 328r2,1s 3 
- -  204r2,1s 2 + 256r2,1srl,2 -- 256r2,1s2rl,2 + 64r2As3rl,2 
--64r2,1sar1,2+210r2,2s--64r2,2s3r1,1 +264r2,1s 
+ 256r2,2s2rl,1 + 64r2,1s 5 + 172r2,1s 4 -- 16r2,2s 5 -- 45r2,2s 4
- -256r2 ,2sr l , j / ( s (s2+4)(20+12s- -152s2- -32r l ,2sS- -82r1 ,2s  4 
+128r1,lS5+376rl , lS4--64r2,2s4rt,1 - -328s3+92r2 ,1  --r2,2 
+ 168r1,1 + 26rl,2 + 88r l ,2S  2 - 28rl,2S 3 + 528r1,1 s3 + 608r1,lS ~ 
+ 496rl , lS + 92rl,2S -- 252s 4 -- 68s 5 + 134r2,2s 3 + 132r2,2s 2 
-- 128r2,2rlA +128r2,1r1,2 - -40r2,1s3+144r2,ts2+320r2, isr l ,2 
+ 320r2,1s2r1,2 + 192r2,is3r1,2 + 64r2,1s4rl,2 + 42r2,2s 
-- 192r2,2s3rl,l + 232r2,1s -- 320r2,2s2r1,t -- 44r2,1s 4 + 45r2,2s 4
-- 320r2,2srl,l) ). 
the largest singular value of (Ip -}- PC) -  1 for the above controller, 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Symbol ic  a lgor i thms have been developed to design control systems in the Eucl idean domain of 
proper  and stable transfer functions. All the algor ithms are based on the use of the bi l inear map,  
which maps a subclass of proper and stable transfer function into polynomials.  This fact allows us 
to use polynomial  algorithms to compute greatest common divisors and least common mult iples 
d irect ly  in the P ID of proper and stable transfer functions. Hermite forms, greatest common right 
and left divisors, Smith forms, and coprime factorizations and consequently parametr izat ions  
of all stabi l iz ing and robust ly  regulat ing controllers can be computed symbol ical ly for transfer 
matr ices.  Care has been taken to reduce the order of the control ler corresponding to the selection 
R -- 0, of the free stable transfer matrix• Based on the presented algorithms, a software package 
called Hinf, has been programmed and used in comput ing the examples• 
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